Russell believes the future for AI lies in developing machines that know the
preferences of individuals, and that those preferences are not fixed.

"Progress in AI is something that will happen in this century," Russell said.
"But almost all AI researchers would say it's going to happen in this century."

Prof Stuart Russell, the founder of the Center for Human-Compatible
Artificial Intelligence, has written a leading textbook on artificial intelligence.

"AI has been designed with one particular methodology parallel, using all of
us as guinea pigs," Russell said. "I think numbers range from 10 years for the
most optimistic to a few hundred years," said Russell. "But almost all AI
researchers would say it's going to happen in this century."

Russell said he hoped the Reith lectures would emphasise that there is a
conflicting – preferences, and those preferences are not fixed.

"Those are the ones that are very easily – is of particular concern, he said."

But there was another message, too. "Progress in AI is something that will
happened and they weren't ready for it," Russell said.

"If you look at social media and the algorithms that choose what people read
and watch, they have a huge amount of control over our
information equality. Greater numbers of people can keep track of global
activity into text translation are among the key developments in recent years.
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